WET LABS-207 POLICY at SI-Nanotechnology Research Center (NRC)

Wet Lab Room 207, located on second floor of the NanoFab building is an access-limited lab for all eligible INTERNAL and EXTERNAL users. The rules governing this LAB are as follow.

Lab will be accessible to all users who request access the labs with the following conditions.

General Rules:

1. Applicant should take the UTA online HAZCOM and provide the certificate to Ms. Thanh Bui, The admin at tbui@uta.edu
2. Applicant should take the NRC Site Specific Safety Protocol Training and pass. The schedule of the training can be found at http://www.uta.edu/sirt/nano/user_information.php
3. Applicant should take hands on chemical training after completion of step 2. The schedule of chemical training can be found at address site given in item #2.
4. Applicant should submit an application to use NRC manager. For UTA faculty/staff /students, the internal application should be submitted. The other academic institutions and industries, the external application should be submitted. If applicant is already a cleanroom user, SEM or EBEAM/FIB user, no new application is required. The relevant application forms are found at http://www.uta.edu/sirt/nano/user_information.php
5. The applicant should be an active NRC cleanroom user.
6. The LAB will be available from Monday through Friday, from 7am to 6pm. No admission is allowed after hours and weekend or whenever the offices are closed. The applicant should make access request to the NRC manager.
7. Access to the Lab is through card reader. No one is allowed in the LAB without access granted by the manager of the NRC.
8. Borrowing or lending ID cards to access the LAB is not permitted.
9. Door to the LAB should remain closed at all times.
10. The user should wear “LAB COAT, SHOE COVER, LATEX GLOVES, HAIR-NET, FACE-NET and Safety Glasses” when enters the Lab and keep them on at all times when remains in the LAB.
11. Before any CHEMICAL PROCESSING, user MUST wear Chemical Safety Gears explained in the Cleanroom Safety Protocol Training Document. This includes Face Shield, Acid Resistant Gloves, Acid Resistant Sleeves, and Acid Resistant Apron for the duration of chemical experiment.

COST POLICY:

12. No financial charges for using the LAB for Internal Users.
13. The financial charges for EXTERNAL users, but from other academic institutes are set as follow. The first card swipe is set for $2.90 per day. The consequent access during a given day is set for $0.50 per card swipe.
14. The charges for non-academic EXTERNAL users are set as follow. The first card swipe is set for $10.0 per day. The consequent access during a given day is set for $1.0 per card swipe.

15. There is no CAP or limits to the charges.

16. The financial charges to external users are made monthly or per their requests before the end of the month.